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An Alphabetical Digest of the Public
Statute Law of South-Carolina
This is a guide to the major themes of the continental
European tradition in philosophy in the 19th and 20th
centuries. The contributors provide a thematic
treatment of continental philosophy, treating its
subject matter philosophically and not simply as a
series of museum pieces from the history of ideas.

Speeches and Arguments of Chief Justice
Ryan While at the Bar
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According to the Evidence
The growing internationalization and Europeanization
of criminal procedures has created new challenges to
traditional defense rights. Hence, the Ghent Bar
Association, the Bar Association of The Hague, and
Ghent University have joined forces, exploring and
addressing these challenges during an international
conference held in Ghent in November 2012. This
book examines the various topics presented at the
conference. Whereas international criminal tribunals especially the International Criminal Court (ICC) should play an exemplary role when it comes to the
right to fair trial and adequate access to a lawyer,
reality proves to be troublesome. In this respect, the
book addresses key issues: What is the status
quaestionis of the defense position and procedural
rights before international criminal tribunals, more
specifically the ICC? Has the Rome Statute lived up to
its expectations after a decade of its application? Can
defense before international tribunals keep
functioning without a Bar? What are the needs for
such a defense to be adequate, knowing that it
balances on the borderline between the Anglo-Saxon
legal system and the Northern European system? At
the same time, defense and procedural rights are
developing as a result of different EU Directives which
have been or are now being negotiated. This is of
major importance to every penalist, even in strictly
national cases. The book presents and critically
assesses the entire EU 'roadmap for strengthening
procedural rights of suspected or accused persons in
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criminal proceedings.' The EU Directives on the right
to information in criminal procedure, the right of
access to a lawyer in criminal proceedings, and the
right to communicate upon arrest - which are about to
revolutionize traditional domestic criminal procedural
law - are assessed. Further, the book addresses the
important implications and challenges for the legal
position of detainees as a result of the recent
Framework Decision on the mutual recognition of
custodial sentences and measures involving
deprivation of liberty. Finally, awareness is raised
concerning the future of procedural rights in the
framework of cross-border evidence gathering and
admissibility. The book will be essential reading for
both defense practitioners and scholars taking an
interest in defense and procedural rights in criminal
matters.

Reports of Cases Decided in the Court of
Appeals of the State of New York
The purpose of this study was to examine the
perception of the registered nurses' knowledge in
managing the non-diabetic patient with
hyperglycemia in the acute care setting. The evidence
that has been identified to keep tight glycemic control
has demonstrated better outcomes for this population
of patients. A non-experimental, quantitative
approach was used in this study. Data was obtained
based on a descriptive design, using a survey to
collect information from an identified population. A
convenience sample of 298 registered nurses, who
worked as staff nurses at a small community hospital,
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was selected to obtain information for this study. A
questionnaire was the tool developed to collect the
data for this research design. This questionnaire was
developed from the research results found in the
literature. The questionnaire had close-ended
questions for the demographic information. Openended questions were used on a Likert scale to obtain
data on perceived knowledge of evidence-based
practice and knowledge on hyperglycemia. One
hundred and one questionnaires were returned
yielding a 34% response rate. A normal fasting blood
sugar was identified by 72% of the sample and 42%
knew the goal of intensive insulin therapy.
Certification in a specialty was obtained by 25% of the
sample, 33% belonged to a professional organization
and 42% subscribed to nursing journals. The
questions on evidence-based practice and its place in
clinical practice was identified by an overall average
of 13% of the sample. The responses on
hyperglycemia in the non-diabetic patient showed an
overall average of 21% of the sample with knowledge
that is supported by research for best clinical
practice. The results of this descriptive study
supported the literature that the number one barrier
in managing hyperglycemia is lack of knowledge.
Evidence-based practice needs to be imbedded in
nursing culture. The delivery of nursing care needs to
be benchmarked against research, put into clinical
practice, and evaluated. Deliberate care with specific
outcomes is the standard that will be required.
Identifying the knowledge of the staff in managing
hyperglycemia will allow for educational programs to
be developed to bring the knowledge base of the staff
nurse forward to achieve best practice.
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Pennsylvania State Reports Containing
Cases Decided by the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania
Evidentialism is a popular theory of epistemic
justification, yet, as early proponents of the theory
Earl Conee and Richard Feldman admit, there are
many elements that must be developed before
Evidentialism can provide a full account of epistemic
justification, or well-founded belief. It is the aim of this
book to provide the details that are lacking; here
McCain moves past Evidentialism as a mere schema
by putting forward and defending a full-fledged theory
of epistemic justification. In this book McCain offers
novel approaches to several elements of well-founded
belief. Key among these are an original account of
what it takes to have information as evidence, an
account of epistemic support in terms of explanation,
and a causal account of the basing relation (the
relation that one's belief must bear to her evidence in
order to be justified) that is far superior to previous
accounts. The result is a fully developed Evidentialist
account of well-founded belief.

The Gospel According to Mark
This is the extended and annotated edition including *
an extensive biographical annotation about the
author and his life The Summa Theologiæ (Latin:
Compendium of Theology or Theological
Compendium; also subsequently called the Summa
Theologica or simply the Summa, written 1265–1274)
is the best-known work of Thomas Aquinas
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(c.1225–1274), and although unfinished, "one of the
classics of the history of philosophy and one of the
most influential works of Western literature." It is
intended as a manual for beginners in theology and a
compendium of all of the main theological teachings
of the Church. It presents the reasoning for almost all
points of Christian theology in the West. The Summa's
topics follow a cycle: the existence of God; Creation,
Man; Man's purpose; Christ; the Sacraments; and
back to God. (courtesy of wikipedia.com). This is part
2-2, 'Secunda Secundae'. In a chain of acts of will,
man strives for the highest end. They are free acts,
insofar as man has in himself the knowledge of their
end (and therein the principle of action). In that the
will wills the end, it wills also the appropriate means,
chooses freely and completes the consensus. Whether
the act be good or evil depends on the end. The
"human reason" pronounces judgment concerning the
character of the end; it is, therefore, the law for
action. Human acts, however, are meritorious insofar
as they promote the purpose of God and his honor. By
repeating a good action, man acquires a moral habit
or a quality which enables him to do the good gladly
and easily. This is true, however, only of the
intellectual and moral virtues (which Aquinas treats
after the manner of Aristotle); the theological virtues
are imparted by God to man as a "disposition", from
which the acts here proceed; while they strengthen,
they do not form it. The "disposition" of evil is the
opposite alternative. An act becomes evil through
deviation from the reason, and from divine moral law.
Therefore, sin involves two factors: its substance (or
matter) is lust; in form, however, it is deviation from
the divine law. Contents: • Treatise on the theological
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virtues (qq. 1 to 46) • Treatise on the cardinal virtues
(qq. 47 to 170) • Treatise on prudence (qq. 47 to 56)
• Treatise on justice (qq. 57 to 122) • Treatise on
fortitude and temperance (qq. 123 to 170) • Treatise
on gratuitous graces (qq. 171 to 182) • Treatise on
the states of life (qq. 183 to 189)

The South Western Reporter
The Pacific Reporter
The Encyclopædia of Evidence
Reports of Cases Argued and Determined
in the Court of King's Bench
The Australian law times
A forensic mystery of the 1950s - After starting their
risky venture of a private forensic consultancy, Doctor
Richard Pryor – now a Home Office pathologist – and
forensic biologist Angela Bray have now become
firmly established. An apparent bizarre suicide in a
remote Welsh farm starts them on a new
investigation, which is followed by an unusual request
from the War Office. And when a Cotswold veterinary
surgeon is charged with poisoning his ailing wife, can
Pryor’s expert evidence save him from the gallows?
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Distributed Leadership According to the
Evidence
A Complete Collection of State Trials and
Proceedings for High Treason and Other
Crimes and Misdemeanors from the
Earliest Period to the Year 1783
According to the Evidence
Eugene Thomas Long Originally published in the
International Journal for Philosophy of Religion,
Volume 63, Nos 1–3. DOI: 10.
1007/s11153-007-9155-4 © Springer
Science+Business Media B. V. 2007 This volume is
presented as a tribute to the life and work of D. Z.
Phillips. Six of the articles were originally presented at
the annual conference on the philosophy of religion
organized by Phillips and held at Claremont Graduate
University, February 9–10, 2007. Unfortunately,
Phillipsdidnotlivetoparticipateintheconferenceitself.
HediedunexpectedlyJuly25,2006 in the library of his
beloved University of Wales, Swansea. Previously
published volumes of essays,basedonconferencesorga
nizedbyPhillipsinClaremont,includedachapterentitled,
“Voices in Discussion,” in which Phillips provided his
own reactions to the discussions wr- ten almost
immediately after the conference. Sadly, this volume
appears without the addition of his voice. Born in
Morriston, near Swansea, Phillips was a Welsh
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speaker, a strong supporter of Welsh speaking
schools and the author of many works in philosophy
and literature in Welsh and English. Known widely as
the leading representative of the movement in the
philo- phy of religion called Wittgensteinianism,
Phillips spent much of his effort challenging the
tendency of philosophers to elevate one kind of
discourse to the point where it becomes the norm by
which other forms of discourse are to be judged.

A Digest of the Evidence Taken Before
Select Committees of the Two Houses of
Parliament
Are the Jewish arguments against belief in Jesus as
mankind's Savior any good? Is Jesus Christ the
promised Messiah of the Old Testament's prophecies?
Is Christianity derived from ancient Roman or Greek
pagan mystery religions? Is the New Testament
historically reliable? Was Jesus of Nazareth God
according to the New Testament? Did Gnosticism
influence Christianity? Since some 185,000 Americans
have converted to Judaism according to a 1990
survey, the arguments of such groups as Jews for
Judaism against Christianity can't be dismissed lightly.
Using solid scholarship and rigorous logic, A Zeal For
God Not According to Knowledge defends Christianity
against the arguments of its Jewish critics, such as
Samuel Levine, Michoel Drazin, Tovia Singer, and
Hyam Maccoby. This book demonstrates that the New
Testament is historically reliable, denies that Christian
doctrines and sacraments can be derived from pagan
beliefs and practices, shows that Jesus of Nazareth
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was the promised Messiah based on the Old
Testament's prophecies, and proves that the New
Testament teaches the Deity of Christ. This book is
intended for both Christians perplexed by the
arguments of Jewish friends, coworkers, and relatives,
and Jews interested in objectively considering the
claims of Christianity while searching for spiritual
truth about whether Jesus is their Messiah also.

First Statement on the Part of Great
Britain, According to the Provisions of
the Convention Concluded Between
Great Britain and the United States, on
the 29th September, 1827
Legal Argumentation and Evidence
Summa Theologica Part II ("Secunda
Secundae") (Annotated Edition)
Report of the Annual Meeting of the
Pennsylvania Bar Association
Although not new, the concept of distributed (shared)
leadership has re-emerged in recent years as one
highly promising response to the complex challenges
currently faced by schools. Responding productively
to these challenges far exceeds the capacities of any
individual leader. If schools are to flourish in the
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future, they will need to enlist the collective expertise
of many more of their members and stakeholders
than they have in the past. The purpose of this
volume is to both present and synthesize the best
available evidence about the nature, causes, and
effects of distributed school leadership. The book also
clarifies common misunderstandings about distributed
leadership and identifies promising implications for
practice and for future research. Key features include
Expertise – Written by the most active and widely
respected scholars engaged in research on distributed
leadership, the book encompasses the very latest
knowledge about the nature, causes and
consequences of such leadership in schools.
Comparative Models – The book compares various
approaches to distributed leadership and examines
the conditions under which some approaches may be
better than others in improving schools. EvidenceBased – Much of the popularity of distributed
leadership is rooted in expectations unsupported by
systematic empirical evidence. Virtually all of the
available evidence about distributed approach to
leadership can be found in this book. This book is
appropriate for researchers studying school
leadership, instructors and students in graduate-level
school leadership courses and practicing
administrators at the district and building level.

Evidentialism and Epistemic Justification
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Is evidence-based psychiatry ethical?
Perceived Knowledge of the Registered
Nurse in Managing Hyperglycemia
According to Evidence-Based Practice in
the Acute Care Setting
Cobbett's Complete Collection of State
Trials and Proceedings for High Treason
Rated as one of the top 15 breakthroughs in medicine
over the last 150 years, evidence-based medicine
(EBM) has become highly influential in medicine. Put
simply, EBM promotes a seemingly irrefutable,
principle: that decision-making in medical practice
should be based, as much as possible, on the most upto-date research findings. EBM has been particularly
popular within psychiatry, a field that is haunted by a
legacy of controversial interventions. For advocates,
anchoring psychiatric practice in research data makes
psychiatry more scientific valid and ethically
legitimate. Few, however, have questioned whether
EBM, a concept pioneered by those working in other
areas of medicine, can be applied to psychiatric
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disorders. In this groundbreaking book, the Canadian
psychiatrist and ethicist Mona Gupta analyzes the
basic assumptions of EBM, and critically examines
their applicability to psychiatry. By highlighting the
basic ethical tensions between psychiatry and EBM,
the author addresses the fundamental and
controversial question - should psychiatrists practice
evidence-based medicine at all?

New York Court of Appeals. Records and
Briefs.
Judicial Control of Foreign Evidence in
Comparative Perspective
The English Reports
The Christian examiner and Church of
Ireland magazine
Defence of the Honourable Andrew
Cochrane Johnstone, Including a View of
the Evidence Produced on His Trial
Discusses judicial control of foreign evidence in
comparative perspective

Reports from Select Committees of the
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House of Commons, and Evidence,
Communicated to the Lords
Trials Per Pais: Or, the Law of England
Concerning Juries by Nisi Prius, &c
House documents
The Oxford Handbook of Continental
Philosophy
Defence Rights
Ethics of Belief: Essays in Tribute to D.Z.
Phillips
Elements of Plane Geometry According
to Euclid
A leading expert in informal logic, Douglas Walton
turns his attention in this new book to how reasoning
operates in trials and other legal contexts, with
special emphasis on the law of evidence. The new
model he develops, drawing on methods of
argumentation theory that are gaining wide
acceptance in computing fields like artificial
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intelligence, can be used to identify, analyze, and
evaluate specific types of legal argument. In contrast
with approaches that rely on deductive and inductive
logic and rule out many common types of argument
as fallacious, Walton&’s aim is to provide a more
expansive view of what can be considered
&"reasonable&" in legal argument when it is
construed as a dynamic, rule-governed, and goaldirected conversation. This dialogical model gives
new meaning to the key notions of relevance and
probative weight, with the latter analyzed in terms of
pragmatic criteria for what constitutes plausible
evidence rather than truth.

Changes produced in the nervous system
by civilization, considered according to
the evidence of physiology and the
philosophy of history
A Zeal for God Not According to
Knowledge
Includes the decisions of the Supreme Courts of
Missouri, Arkansas, Tennessee, and Texas, and Court
of Appeals of Kentucky; Aug./Dec. 1886-May/Aug.
1892, Court of Appeals of Texas; Aug. 1892/Feb.
1893-Jan./Feb. 1928, Courts of Civil and Criminal
Appeals of Texas; Apr./June 1896-Aug./Nov. 1907,
Court of Appeals of Indian Territory; May/June
1927-Jan./Feb. 1928, Courts of Appeals of Missouri
and Commission of Appeals of Texas.
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The Law of Inheritance According to the
Mitacshara
Volume contains: 63 NY 202 (Tweed v. People)

The Jurist
According to the Evidence
Alec Morland is on trial for murder. He has tried to
remedy the ineffectiveness of the law by taking
matters into his own hands. In this fascinating murder
trial you will not find out until the very end just how
the law will interpret his actions. Will his defence be
accepted or does a different fate await him?
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